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	The purpose of this book is to provide an overview of leadership and

	management to those of you who are new to the health care field or

	to those lifelong learners who wish to refresh their understanding

	and skills.





	Leadership and management is a large and complex field of

	enquiry with many conflicting views. We have made no attempt to

	provide you with a comprehensive account (that would be a very large

	book indeed); instead we have chosen to focus on those applied areas

	of knowledge that we know will be helpful to you, as they have been

	for us and the teams with whom we have worked.





	The 3-dimensional approach to leadership and management

	offers you a framework with which to structure your thinking and

	reflections. Unfortunately, we are unable to present any elegant

	solutions that you can go away and apply with predictable outcomes.

	Rather, we hope that you will use the contents of this book to

	stimulate your own thinking; combine what you read with your own

	personal experiences, and in time develop your own theory of

	leadership and management.





	Each chapter has a range of features designed to help you. As some

	of the terms that we use will be new or used in unfamiliar ways, there

	is a Keywords section in the margins, where you will be able to read a

	more detailed definition of words used. To help clarify the key points,

	each chapter begins with some clear goals – Learning outcomes –

	and ends with Rapid recap questions to review your understanding.

	You will be encouraged to think about new ideas and to test your

	understanding in Over to you and Reflective activities.





	This gives you the chance to weave new ideas into your previous

	understanding and consider applying them in your practice.

	Many of these activities could also provide the basis for a study day

	or supervisory session with other team members. Indeed, we would

	actively encourage you to discuss some of the ideas raised with others

	as this will help your own thinking to develop more rapidly. For this

	reason, we have also written the chapters in such a way that you will

	be able to dip in and out and revisit some of the ideas as you change in

	your role and professional development.
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Mapping Dalit Feminism: Towards an Intersectional StandpointSage Publications, 2020

	
		In this path-breaking study, a first in many ways, Anandita Pan argues that dalit women are an intersectional category, simultaneously affected by caste and gender. The use of intersectionality permits observation of the ways in which different forms of discrimination combine and overlap, challenging...
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Inkscape 0.48 Essentials for Web DesignersPackt Publishing, 2010

	Do you think that your website could do with more visual appeal? Are you looking to spice it up with attractive designs and effects? Enter Inkscape 0.48 Essentials for Web Designers--the only book specifically tailored to using Inkscape for web design. This book will teach you how to effectively use the fascinating new Inkscape vector...
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Learn Cocoa Touch for iOS (Learn Apress)Apress, 2012

	With every successive release of iOS and its related hardware products, Apple and journalists the world over spout hyperbolic statements about “revolutionary” features, “insanely great” devices, and “unbelievable” sales. The numbers don’t disappoint, with hundreds of millions of iOS devices having...
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The Power of Business Process Improvement: 10 Simple Steps to Increase Effectiveness, Efficiency, and AdaptabilityAMACOM, 2010

	Every business process in every organization can be made better, more efficient, more flexible and more adaptable to changing needs. Business process improvement (BPI) can drive substantial bottom-line increases, ultimately accelerating the revenue cycle. "The Power of Business-Process Improvement" proves that even sweeping BPI...
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Kindle Fire Application Sketch BookApress, 2011

	Think you have the next great Kindle Fire app idea? The Kindle Fire Application Sketch Book is an essential tool for any aspiring Kindle Fire developer. This sketch book makes it easy to centralize and organize your ideas, featuring enlarged Kindle Fire templates to write on. Professionally printed on high-quality...
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Practical Spring LDAP: Enterprise Java LDAP Development Made EasyApress, 2013

	Practical Spring LDAP is your guide to developing Java-based enterprise applications using the Spring LDAP Framework. This book explains the purpose and fundamental concepts of LDAP before giving a comprehensive tour of the latest version, Spring LDAP 1.3.2. It provides a detailed treatment of LDAP controls and the...
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